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Cornerstone. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Lost
Temple, Tom Harper, For three thousand years, the world's most
dangerous treasure has been lost. Now the code that reveals its
hiding place is about to be broken .Sam Grant is a disgraced ex-
SOE soldier and an adventurer by trade. But he has a secret: six
years ago, a dying archaeologist entrusted him with his life's
work - transcripts of mysterious writing found in a hidden cave
on Crete. Deciphered, it could lead to one of the greatest prizes
in history. But the treasure is as dangerous as it is valuable. The
CIA wants it; so does the KGB. Helped by a brilliant Oxford
professor, and a beautiful Greek archaeologist with her own
secrets to hide, Grant is plunged into a labyrinth of ancient cults,
forgotten mysteries and lost civilizations. But time is running
out. The secrets of the distant past may hold the key to the
newest threats of the modern world.
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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